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What the heck is this? Turn to page 25 to find out (if you’re stumped). The late Alan Wormington took this picture at Point
Pelee on 14 August 2015 along the main road south of Sleepy Hollow.
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I was riding towards Waterford
today (May 22/17). Didn’t quite
make it ... always seems to be the
way on the first trip there of the
year by bicycle!
On my way home, just on the
outskirts of Brantford, this baby
cardinal and its parents flew
across the trail. Baby landed in a
bush and I got a snap ... I’m in love
with him! Thought others might
enjoy.
Stephanie Dearing
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Editor’s notes……
This is the fourth on-line only Summer Wood Duck issue. Some of the content here is a little bit different from the
standard paper Wood Duck issue. That is part of the reason for this issue, to give space to readers to submit articles
and photos that we just do not have room for in the print issues. I encouraged members to submit anything at all for
this publication. It need not even be related to nature. I thought it was a good idea to let our members use this issue
as a member’s issue to contribute anything they would like. Thus you will see some things here that would never be in
the print issue. Truth be told, I did not receive a lot of submissions that were unrelated to nature but keep this in mind
for next year that this “member’s issue” is open to all.
I hope everyone is enjoying this summer - a bit cooler than normal with a bit less sun than usual but some people
might find that just to their liking. Please read the back “cover” and take note of our centenary celebrations that
are in the planning stages for 2019. We need your input and your help.
This summer has had its surprises so far. An unprecedented influx of Dickcissels into Ontario has occurred with
some being found in the Hamilton area. Also, there was a local Pipevine Swallowtail record in early July. If you
have Dutchman’s Pipe in your garden, have a look for this beautiful butterfly attempting to lay eggs on it!

Amaolo Nature Sanctuary Restoration
by Diana Gora, Restoration Technician

T

his year funding was received from the Great Lakes
Community Guardian Fund to improve habitat for
wildlife – including pollinators – and to educate students
and volunteers about the importance of native species and
stewarding natural areas. This Fund is administered by the
Ministry of the Environment. The project is being carried
out in one of the old fields of the Amaolo Nature Sanctuary.
Land Trust Manager, Jen Baker, and I, have begun work
on one of the remaining fields on the property. This field
was chosen for reasons such as: potential for nature outings
and educational outreach, previous planting on site, and the
connection to the surrounding conifer plantations.

One of the major activities
involved
is
planting
a
combination of 600 trees, shrubs
and wildflowers. All the species
chosen are suitable for the soil
and moisture conditions, and are
attractive to pollinators. To date,
we have been able to plant 200
wildflowers in plots of 100 with
Diana Gora
the help of elementary school
students. On June 15, we held our first school field trip
with Lawfield Elementary School. The following week on
June 20, Hess Street Elementary School came out. On both
trips, students helped to plant wildflowers and mulch the
flowerbeds, took part in a birding hike (while learning how
to use binoculars) and took part in a scavenger hunt. With
the weather on our side we could connect these youth with
nature and had a fun time doing this.
Another focus of the project is on the control of invasive
species in the area, in particular the long grass that covers the
entire field. For our planted natives to become established,
we have mulched the wildflower beds and will add weed
mats to the future trees and shrubs. As our plants continue
to grow they will hopefully shade and out-compete the nonnative grasses.

Map of Amaolo, project site in green, made by Diana Gora.
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This September we will be planting the final groups
of native species with a mixture of student and adult
volunteers. A combination of the tall grass and the heavy
root systems make planting much harder than expected,
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017

Before and after comparison of the wildflower beds planted on June 20th by Hess Street Elementary School. Photos taken by Diana Gora.

considering the sandy soil of the property. The younger preparing for the final activities set for September 2017.
students will continue to help and plant the remaining
wildflowers while the trees and shrubs will be planted
in several fenced sections to deter the wildlife. Evidence
of White-tailed Deer browse and rub were found on
previously planted trees. Our intentions are to plant trees
in small fenced sections to deter the deer from damaging
our plants over the winter. While the summer months
pass we will continue to monitor our June plantings and
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017
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Teacher Cycling Across Canada for Mental Health
by Kevin Geenen

J

im Zvonar, a science teacher at Cardinal Newman
Catholic Secondary School in Stoney Creek, set out on
July 2 to accomplish a feat that has been completed by only
a few people: a bike ride across Canada. The father of two
is currently cycling a 7,432 km route from coast to coast
in order “to generate awareness about mental health and
mental illness,” he says. He is raising money for the Suicide
Prevention Community Council of Hamilton (SPCCH).

perfect for him.
However, due to the extremely
mild weather conditions across
British Columbia, he has been
staying at hotels in order to
properly recuperate. His first
official camping day came on July
7 at “Joe Schmucks Campground”
on the Eagle River in Sicamous,
British Columbia.

Kevin Geenen.

He started at Mile Zero of the Trans-Canada Highway in
Victoria, British Columbia and plans to end in Cape Spear,
Newfoundland and Labrador, travelling approximately 150
km per day while allotting himself six days of rest.  On July
7, he had already cycled a total of 566.7 km. That means that
he has travelled more than halfway across the province of
British Columbia in just five days. He will continue through
Banff, Calgary, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec City,
Fredericton, and Moncton on his way to the most eastern
part of Canada.
Born and raised in Hamilton, it had always been Zvonar’s
dream to go on a cross-Canada tour. “In the mid 1990s I
had purchased a book by John M. Smith entitled “Cycling
Canada”. In my twenties at the time, I thought it would be
Jim Zvonar at his bike.
an amazing thing to do. Eventually the book was placed on
The trip, which he plans to complete in only 56 days, is a shelf; I got a job, got married, had a couple of kids and
a self supported tour. Zvonar will be tent camping along settled into a happy family lifestyle. A couple of decades
the way, carrying all of his supplies with him in panniers. or so later, I realized that the cross-Canada tour had never
Seeing as though he is a part of Team Hamilton Croatia materialized. Seeing as I would be turning 50 this year,
Cycling Club and enjoys backcountry camping, the trip is I decided that this would be the summer I would look to

Jim Zvonar’s cycling route across Canada.
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accomplish my cross-Canada adventure.”
Zvonar, who has lost an uncle, cousin, and brother-in-law
to mental illness, decided to “make the ride even more
meaningful by raising funds and awareness for mental health
issues.” He adds that his vision “is to see earlier diagnosis
and better treatment of mental issues among young people
along with the elimination of the stigma that surrounds the
people that face these very complex issues.”
Zvonar does not have any support vehicles following him
on his trip; however, his family plans to be present for the
journey’s completion. He is dedicating his ride to “those
who have suffered or are still suffering through mental
health issues.”
Cardinal Newman C.S.S. staff and students have fully
supported Zvonar’s ride, with the Cardinal Newman C.S.S.
Arts Department donating $1,100 and the school holding a
loose change collection on June 16.
Donations to Zvonar’s cause can be made through his
website, cyclingc2c.ca, where he is also providing live blog
updates throughout the journey.

Jim Zvonar as he treks across the country.

Poems by Ronald Bayne

W

ood Duck readers. Here are some poems I wrote for my wife Barbara when we first met in 1953. I just found them
among old letters. I was in Britain in 1953 until 1955 learning what care seniors were receiving under the newly
established National Health Care system. I graduated from McGill University, did postgraduate work in Montreal and
then in Boston. At that time there was no interest in the care of seniors, in fact they were seen as a nuisance and were
neglected. So I went to Britain to see if their care was better. A professor here told me it was stupid to “step off the ladder”
and that training in “socialized medicine” would look bad on my resume. I went anyway! In London I met a social worker,
a charming and very independent young woman, Barbara. I wrote these poems for her. We married in 1954 and are even
more committed. For us marriage is like a garden, it takes two people to make it thrive and grow in beauty. If either loses
interest, the garden will wither. So here are the poems, I hope you enjoy them!
To Barbara: Poems of the Past and Present. 1953 and 2017.
Down the familiar empty streets of memory
where only a frightened dog shrills in the night,
my footfalls follow me for company.
You passed this way once, now emptier
for your absence. But for your warmth I must turn back,
take the old turns leading to my lodging,
but never home.

Time can be torn in fragments,
reassembled, future next to past.
You companion of my recent past
placed in a setting of old memory.
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017
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Dawn on a lonely lake shivered by loon laughter,
rain drip emphasizing silence in a forest path,
by knowing me, stand too, mirrored endlessly into future.

How should I remember you?
As a shadow cast by the glow
of past joys, and only seen again
in that intermittent flicker?
Or as an image in the pool of reflection
shattered to a thousand fragments
by a new thought cast upon it?
Or as an echo incredibly lovely
in its fragility.....but with the inevitable agony of fading?

From this rose room whose window sees
a garden and a distant spire,
from our new life, new life increase,
from always deep, rise ever higher!
But now turn inward from the light
and cherish present gladness here;
are we improvident of delight
so rich, to drown it in a tear?

I woke to find the pale dawn delicately fingering your form,
rosy with newborn knowledge. You turned to me in ancient wisdom.
Such was our first renovation.
Since, I have diminished Me and grown to You,
a new being built upon You, given utterly,
lost in you reborn by You.
Again apart and then again to die.
Thus through a multitude of heavens to a new spirit,
clothed in old flesh.
Who, knowing this, would ask when the spirit is complete
for reincarnation?

THOUGHTS FOR SAINT VALENTINE
February 14, 2005
Come now my love and let us off to bed,
The house is quiet as when we first did wed.
Let us feel the warmth of arms entwined,
And let our thoughts drift quietly through our mind.
So many memories shared, of joy and bliss,
And fiery passion as transient as a kiss!
Your anger when injustice caused you tears;
Your determination that overcame your fears;
The illogic of your arguments that drove me mad!
Nor could I accept all things that made you sad.
Page 8
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Yet many times we shared what made us weep,
And found comfort curled up together in sleep.
I know the secrets that can set you all a-fire,
And make you softly moan with sweet desire.
So let us in our bed together lie;
Forever are you lovely in my mind`s eye!

Horned Lark at Grass Lake, North Dumfries Twp, 12 June 2017 - photo Stewart Scott.

Breathing Easy with Trees Please
by Carolyn Zanchetta

I

t’s Thursday morning, and a group of volunteers sit
beneath the shade of a large tree, identification books
open on the grass, observing fine double-toothed leaves.
Someone paces back to assess the height, another has arms
wrapped around the trunk, measuring the circumference,
and together they debate the health of the canopy. Curious
children inquire and then practice the word “clinometer”
before trying their eye, aiming at the tallest branches. The
teams move through the neighbourhood inventorying every
street tree, while the air quality monitors tread the same
paths collecting ambient particulate matter readings. We
are Trees Please, and with help from our citizen scientists,
we are mapping the relationship between Hamilton’s trees
and local air quality.
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017

Now in the second year of the
project, our team is focusing on
the McQuesten and Crown Point
neighbourhoods. Already in early
July, we have identified and
measured nearly 500 trees, varying
Carolyn Zanchetta
from newly planted Sassafras to
ancient and massive Silver Maples. The benefits provided by
trees extend far beyond the supply of oxygen; creating shade
and saving energy, enriching our mental health, cushioning
traffic noise. We input our data into Open Tree Map, which
calculates the dollar value of several ecosystem benefits
each tree contributes, based on its size. So far for 2017, the
trees inventoried in our two neighbourhoods are saving us
Page 9

over $18,000 annually,
with
the
energy
conserved through the
shade provided, the
stormwater filtered, and
the carbon sequestered
from the air.
By combining the
knowledge of where
the trees are and where
the air quality is poor,
we want to determine
where to focus our
efforts and plant
trees for a maximum
Hackberry Tree - one of several native trees benefit. In speaking
the City of Hamilton plants.
with members of the
community, there is a great sense of pride in a healthy
tree in front of their house, and we often hear requests for
more street trees. The City of Hamilton offers free street
trees to those who have the road allowance space (visit
treeshamilton.ca) and to commemorate Canada 150, we
are giving away 150 trees to dedicated stewards in these
neighbourhoods who will help their trees grow. These
young trees will be well on their way to contributing to
Hamilton’s urban forest and improving the air we breathe,
and perhaps our volunteers will soon visit with measuring
tapes in tow.

of Environment Hamilton and the Hamilton Naturalists’
Club. This project is possible through the generous support
of the Ontario Trillium Foundation, and the Canada 150
tree giveaway is sponsored by the Hamilton Community
If you are interested in learning more, reserving a Foundation in partnership with the Community Fund for
Canada 150 tree, or volunteering with us, please contact Canada’s 150th.
treespleasehamilton@gmail.com. Trees Please is a Project

Familiar Bluet, male (upper) and Stream Bluet, male, on Grand River in Brantford, 15
June 2017 - photo Bob Curry.
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Milkweeds; No Longer Noxious Weeds
by Peter Thoem

O

ntario’s 1990 Weed Control Act, General Regulations is a
short and blunt document that opens with the following,
“The plants named … are designated as noxious weeds.” The
schedule continues by giving authority to government agents to
order or undertake the destruction of said weeds.

have an ugly reputation that has been hard to
shake.
Common Milkweed along with most of the
Ontario milkweeds is in the genus Asclepias.
But before there were Common Milkweeds in
settlers’ fields there was Asclepias the Greek
god of medicine and healing. Nice isn’t it how Peter Thoem
ground-breaking botanists get to attach their personal fantasies

Common Milkweed, 24 July 2004 - photo Peter Thoem.

A quick scan takes you to a list of 25 plants condemned for
destruction on sight. You can see why they’ve been fingered,
the list includes farming nuisances, poisonous plants, invasive
foreigners, co-hosts to crop blights and outright indigestibles.
We know them as: Dog-strangling Vine, Poison-hemlock,
Poison-ivy, Giant Hogweed, Sow-thistle, Kudzu and many more.
Milkweeds used to be there too but were removed from the
list in 2014 and are solidly on a
road to rehabilitation, for as the
Ministry of Agriculture recently
noted, “Milkweeds are an important
component of the native and
naturalized vegetation communities
of Ontario as they are an important
nectaring plant for many species of
lepidoptera, such as the Monarch.
With the exception of Common
Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), most
milkweeds are not invasive and
generally do not pose a threat to
agricultural or horticulture production.
Although most milkweed species are
poisonous to livestock only Common
Milkweed … would normally be found
in waste places and pastures where
livestock graze.”

to a species’ name?
Perhaps one of my favourite mental pictures comes with the
Poke Milkweed which has the botanical title Asclepias exaltata
(extremely tall doctor god); too bad
about its more clunky common name,
Poke Milkweed. It is a stately if rather
heavyweight woodland milkweed that
bears elegant drooping sprays of creamcoloured flowers with the characteristic
recurved petals of most milkweeds.
Its cousin, Asclepias tuberosa, the
Butterfly Weed could perhaps do with a
makeover of its common name too. The
brilliance of its orange easily matches
that of the midsummer lilies (Wood,
Michigan and Canada Lilies) but
somehow carries more impact. Every
now and then you’ll come across a patch
of Butterfly Weed like a patch of flames
along a dry roadside.
These milkweeds are all elegant plants
one way or another. Worth stopping to
admire if not for their flowers, then later
in the year for the nut- brown seeds packed in overlapping rows
within long dagger-shaped follicles, waiting to be dispersed on
the winds of October.

Butterfly Weed, 2 July 2004, Kerncliff Park, Burlington photo Peter Thoem.

We once had an unwelcome
infestation of Common Milkweed in our garden, the tough,
spreading and tangled roots were easy enough to grub out on a
small scale, but I could sympathise with an early settler trying
to eke out a living faced with a milkweed infestation. Milkweeds
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017

Poke Milkweed, Spooky Hollow Sanctuary, 23 June 2013 - photo Peter Thoem.
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A Field of Bobolinks
by Steve Herschel

F

or Wainfleet farmer George Scott life sustainable
agriculture isn’t about the birds or the bees, it’s both.

Scott, who heads up the Niagara Beeway, has long been a
vocal defender of wild and domestic honey bee populations
through the advocacy organization that urges home owners
to save rather than kill swarms of bees. But, when it comes
to sustainable agriculture, he isn’t stopping there.
Last week Scott presented to the North Niagara Federation
of Agriculture, with a focus on the impact of Bobolinks for
hay farmers. For 17 years, Scott has been running a province
wide survey of the migratory bird. The Bobolink is a small
black and yellow bird that migrates from Argentina to
Ontario in the summer months to nest, often in hay fields
that provide the grass cover favoured by the ground-nesting
species. The birds are typically the last migratory bird to
arrive in Ontario and the first to leave. Growing efficiency
on hay farms hasn’t helped the bird species, however, as
earlier harvests mean Bobolink chicks are still in the nest
when it comes time to reap.

Farmer George Scott at his Wainfleet farm, May 2017 - photo Steve
Herschel.

The specific pest in this instance, according to Scott, is the
army worm. “The enemy of the hay farmer is the army
worm,” said Scott, noting farmers can treat their fields
with insecticides with varying degrees of success and the
possibility of damaging non-target insect populations like
those of honey bees.

The other option is to harvest late and let all those hungry
Bobolinks nest according to Scott. In his experience
allowing the full nesting cycle has held off any damage to
“The decline has been serious,” said Scott, noting if farmers his crops from the pervasive pest.
can hold off on harvesting hay until mid July then the chicks
He found army worm, but no crop damage resulted as the
will have time to leave the nest.
birds engorged on the larva and adult moths, all without
insecticide input.
“They save us the cost of insecticide,” said Scott, adding
beyond pest prevention there are some added cost
offsetting factors with protecting the birds. He explained
while a delay in harvest may cause some of the grasses to go
to seed other growth, such as clover, makes for denser hay
favoured by dairy farmers. With that in mind Scott hopes
to bring on other Niagara farmers with the cooperation of
ALUS to grow hay for a longer season to foster Bobolink
populations. He already has buyers lined up for Niagara
hay in Florida for farmers willing to make the switch and
already has 12 property owners considering. The plan is to
Bobolink, male, Wiarton, Ontario, 21 May 2017 - photo Joanne Redwood.
get at least 5,400 acres of hay growing with ALUS subsidies
Scott has held off for the last five years, now his 300 acres to protect the Bobolink.
of hay fields boast a colony that may be the largest in the “Every farm can do this,” said Scott.
province with 450 counted male birds.
Article reprinted from NiagaraThisWeek.com - Steve Herschel is a

“These are the last and the largest in Ontario,” said Scott, staff writer for this on-line publication.
who is teaming up with ALUS Canada to offset costs for
farmers to switch to hay and harvest late. He was quick to
note beyond the biodiversity gain there are some very real
incentives for farmers to protect Bobolink chicks including
pest prevention.
Page 12
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DATES TO REMEMBER Summer 2017
16 July (Sunday) 10:00 a.m - 12 noon. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North Shore,
meet at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158
ext. 404.

22 July (Saturday) 7:00 a.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise. Come and explore Cootes Paradise by canoe to get a glimpse of the astounding
life that depends on the health of the marsh for its survival. We supply the canoes, paddles and life jackets, you bring your camera
and binoculars. Canoes have single bench seats only so bring pads to sit on for extra comfort. Water bottles and pockets snacks also
recommended. Please arrive 15 minutes early and be prepared to paddle rain or shine. In the event of high winds or threatening weather
please call the Weather Update Line at ext. 404. Meet at the Nature Centre. Register by July 17 call 905-527-1145 ext. 270. Fee $45.
23 July (Sunday) 10: a.m. to noon. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). South Shore Cootes.
Meet at Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Dr. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.

26 July (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. HNC - Irish Grove Woodlot Walk. Bruce Mackenzie will lead the group through the largest remaining
woodlot on the Lake Ontario Plain in Niagara and Hamilton. It is an old growth forest and is privately owned. It is threatened with road
construction going through it. The Hickories in it are immense including the rare Red Hickory. Bruce has been studying the remaining
woodlots on the Plain on the south side of Lake Ontario. Directions: Take QEW form Hamilton to Casablanca Blvd exit, go south on
Casablanca to the south Service Rd. Turn west (right) on south Service Rd to Hunter Rd. Turn south (left) and go over the rail road tracks,
the first driveway on your left is the parking lot, at 40 Hunter Rd. For more info contact Bruce Mackenzie, kintail52@gmail.com.
30 July (Sunday) 10:00 a.m. to noon. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point, meet
at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
2 August (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. HNC - Exploring the Cartwright Sanctuary. Lead by Warren Beacham, this hike will explore
the Cartwright Nature Sanctuary, which is part of a wildlife corridor that runs from the Niagara Escarpment to Cootes Paradise.
Within this HNC sanctuary are old orchards, woodlands and a distant view of the Hamilton’s downtown. The sanctuary is also
home to a number of native flora and fauna, and a kilometre long loop trail. This is an approximately two kilometre walk total
with some hilly sections. There may be bugs. For more information, contact Warren at 905-627-3343. Meet at the dead end of
Wesley Avenue, Dundas, at 6:30 p.m.
6 August (Sunday) 10:00 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie Valley, meet at
Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
10-11 August (Thursday & Friday) 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. RBG - Ferns and Allies. Identify ferns, horsetails, lycopods and other
pteridophytes. Join us for an intensive two-day, hands-on workshop with Dr. Jim Pringle and Nadia Cavallin. Participants gain
valuable field recognition skills and practice keying out species in the classroom. Be prepared to go out in all weather conditions.
Bring your lunch, hand lenses, field guides or botanical keys, and any mystery specimens. At RBG Centre on Plains Rd, Burlington.
Preregistration by August 1, call 905-527-1145 ext. 270. Fee $310, student $230.
12 August (Saturday) 8:00 p.m. - midnight. Annual Perseids Meteor Shower Night. Annual event hosted by Hamilton Amateur
Astronomers. See http://www.amateurastronomy.org/club-events/ for more info. meet at Binbrook Tract Conservation Area,
5050 Harrison Rd, Binbrook.
13 August (Sunday) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
16 August (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. HNC - Bayfront Park Walk. Summer Evening Walk near Bayfront Park. Meet Angie and Gord
McNulty at Williams Café, 47 Discovery Drive, to enjoy the sights of the rejuvenated Hamilton Harbour waterfront. Contact Gord and
Angie, 905 525-9927 or gmcnulty21@gmail.com for more info.
20 August (Sunday) 10:00 a.m - 12 noon. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North
Shore, meet at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-5271158 ext. 404.

21 August (Monday) 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Partial Solar Eclipse. Meet at T.B. McQuesten Community Park, 1199 Upper
Wentworth St, Hamilton. Should the weather be clear, we will be witness to a substantial partial eclipse of the sun. For more info,
see: https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/in/canada/hamilton. The Hamilton Amateur Astronomers will be holding an event at
T.B.McQuesten Park for this. See http://www.amateurastronomy.org/club-events/ for more info.
27 August (Sunday) 10: a.m. to noon. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). South Shore
Cootes. Meet at Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Dr. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.

The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017
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D AT E S T O R E M E M B E R - S u m m e r 2 0 17
27 August (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. - 4:00. RBG - Fern ID. Hike with Nadia Cavallin, field botanist at RBG, as she discusses the ecology
of ferns (life cycles, habitat preferences, and ferns as indicators of environmental conditions) and teaches you how to distinguish
one species from another. Bring a hand lens or small magnifying glass (also available to purchase). Moderate but hilly hike.
Register by 3 August. Meet at RBG Centre on Plains Rd, Burlington. Fee $20.
One Saturday of the Month, Sept. to May, 10 a.m. to noon, Jr. Naturalists’ Club at RBG Nature Centre. For 7 to 13 year olds. Gives
children learning experiences that generate life-long respect and appreciation for nature. Pre-registration required. Fee: $60/child.
3 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG -Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie Valley, meet
at Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
14-15 September (Thursday - Friday) 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. RBG - Asters and Goldenrods. Join us for an intensive two-day,
hands-on workshop with Dr. Jim Pringle and Nadia Cavallin. The unique botanical morphology and associated terminology
specific to the aster and goldenrod groups are introduced and illustrated in a classroom setting and during field visits to RBG’s
nature sanctuaries. Be prepared to go out in all weather conditions. Bring your lunch, hand lenses, field guides or botanical keys,
and any mystery specimens. At RBG Centre on Plains Rd, Burlington. Preregistration by 4 September, call 905-527-1145 ext. 270.
Fee $310, student $230.
10 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
17 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North Shore, meet
at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.

24 September (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). South
Shore Cootes. Meet at Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Dr. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT HNC HIKES All of our leaders are volunteers who enjoy sharing their knowledge
and time. The HNC assumes no responsibility for injuries of any kind sustained by anyone as a result of participating in
any of these activities. Please assess your own ability to participate. Hikes are sometimes cancelled or rescheduled. You
are advised to check the HNC website (www.hamiltonnature.org) before setting out, to ensure that the hike has not
been rescheduled. Generally, pets on hikes are discouraged as they startle wildlife, damage nests, and interfere with
the enjoyment of others. Contact the leader before bringing your pet and for other questions. We also publicize Royal
Botanical Gardens hikes and events. Most RBG programs require pre-registration one week prior. There is a charge for
these activities except for the Sunday Get Back To Nature Walks. For information on RBG hikes: Liz Rabishaw, Public
Program Bookings, RBG, 905-527-1158 (1-800-694-4769) ext. 270. programs@rbg.ca www.rbg.ca

Spatterdock Darner at Beverly Swamp Conservation Area, 9 June 2017 - photo Joanne
Redwood.
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White-winged Dove at Rondeau P.P, 8 May 2017.

Some Photos in 2017 by
Sarah Lamond.
Franklin’s Gull at Ashbridge’s Bay, Toronto, 27 May 2017.

LeConte’s Sparrow, Point Pelee, 11 May 2017.

Blue Grosbeak, female, Chatham, 11 May 2017.

Moose and calf, Algonquin Park, 2 July 2017.
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A Day on the Bridge – Memorable Success for Cootes to Escarpment EcoPark
by Gord McNulty - photos by Angie McNulty

T

he iconic T.B. McQuesten High Level Bridge was an
ideal setting for an ambitious and successful celebration
to raise substantial funds for the Cootes to Escarpment
EcoPark System.
For A Day on the Bridge, York
Boulevard was closed to traffic
on June 11 for this one-time
event that encouraged greater
appreciation of the rich ecology
that Hamilton and Burlington
share. Fortunately, sunny skies
prevailed as the gathering
began with an afternoon of
free activities, arts, food and
music from noon to 5 p.m. An Centre Stage at A Day on the
Bridge.
estimated 3,000 to 4,000 people
enjoyed the rare opportunity
to leisurely take in the vantage points from the bridge
overlooking Cootes Paradise, Hamilton Harbour and the

While the attendance was not as
high as Patrick initially hoped
for in the marketing effort, the
overall response was gratifying.
In fact, the number of people on
the bridge was about as many as
could be handled.

Gord McNulty.

A large screen presented panoramic art such as Through
the Trees by Lee Munn.

Patrick’s vision to utilize the bridge was inspired by similar
events that have been held in Ottawa, Charleston, SC and
Paris. The idea readily appealed to the C2E Governing

A total of 270 diners attended A Day on the Bridge on 11 June 2017.

Niagara Escarpment.
A gala fundraising dinner, attracting 270 people, followed
in the evening. As of June, organizer and lead sponsor,
innovative businessman Patrick Bermingham of Ancaster,
said the event had raised about $500,000 for land acquisition
in the EcoPark --- a protected, permanent and connected
natural lands sanctuary from the Harbour to the Escarpment.
Some additional donations may come in throughout the
year as a result of the dinner enhancing the profile of the
C2E EcoPark.
The bold event entailed risks, whether it was the weather,
debate about traffic closures, selling dinner tickets that
weren’t cheap at $365 per person and finding volunteers.
Page 16

Exceptional art was exemplified by this portrayal (top), entitled View from
the Bridge, by E. Robert Ross and Around the Bay (bottom) by local artist
Dylan Swan, shown at A Day on the Bridge.
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organization and many volunteers,” he wrote. “Patrick, his team
of organizers and the many volunteers deserve our thanks.”  
Everyone who participated that evening will certainly
agree! For his part, Patrick doesn’t plan to repeat the event
in light of the risks presented by the weather, for example.
However, he noted other organizations in the area could
potentially take it on if they choose. Hamilton’s experience
with the event could serve as a model for other communities
as well.     

Sunflower by Olaf Schneider was typical of the exceptional art screened at
A Day on the Bridge.

Council, which gave its unanimous approval.  
Patrick closed the evening with an inspiring speech about
the importance of protecting one of the most biologically
rich-areas of Canada, right on our doorstep, and advancing
the full restoration of Burlington Bay and Cootes Paradise.
John Hall, retired Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action coordinator, rightly described Patrick’s idea as brilliant in a
letter to the editor published by The Hamilton Spectator on
June 22.
“The event was an enormous undertaking with months of

Patrick Bermingham, organizer and sponsor, gave a stirring speech to
close A Day on the Bridge.

Swallowtail Encounters
by Peter Thoem

I

know embarrassingly little about butterflies, as a child I used
to net them, kill them in a jar of crushed Cherry Laurel leaves
and then pin them on a board to admire later; a technique of
nature study wholly in the spirit of 19th century naturalists and
consistent with the ethics of my collection of birds’ eggs.
Swallowtail butterflies capture people’s imagination perhaps
because they’re sort of the sports car of butterflies, extravagant,
flashy and rather outlandish. In May 2012 I witnessed a
swallowtails’ classic meet, I was one of a group of birders standing
around wolfing down a hasty lunch beside a pocket-size beach
in Normandale, on the shore of Lake Erie. An Eastern Tiger
Swallowtail drifted past us, one or two of our number spluttered
an identification through full mouths as another sailed around
on the warm air. We followed their progress and quickly spotted
more on the beach.
We suddenly realized we were looking at a swallowtail convention,
there was close to 30 of them all clustered around a small patch of
sand. They were busy, their proboscises working hard to draw up
something special from a very small area. On reflection I think
they had discovered a patch of urine soaked sand: a dog, an overThe Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017

Eastern Tiger Swallowtails“mud-puddling” on the shores of Lake Erie at
Normandale, May 2012 - photo Peter Thoem.

filled party reveller, who knows? I believe they were benefiting
from the valuable salts there to be recycled. A greater puzzle to
me is how did so many of them know it was there? Was there a
smell from the salts? Stale urine is distinctive; and maybe one
butterfly on patrol found it and then communicated its discovery
by a pheromone release to draw in the others. Whatever the
cause, however they found it, it was a very decorative sight.
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Four-toed Salamander at Swinson Road, Kinmount, 6 June 2017.

Mating Six-spotted Tiger Beetles at Swinson Road, Kinmount, 7 June 2017.

Some Recent
Photos by Bob
Curry.

Northern Ringneck Snake, Swinson Road, Kinmount, 7 June 2017..

Lilypad Clubtail, male (freshly emerged), at Howland Railway Trestle, Kinmount, 7 June 2017.
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Teaching & Learning
With MoNArCh BUttErFliEs

professional
development
for educators,
naturalists,
and butterfly
enthusiasts!

Discover the incredible story of the Monarch butterfly
Workshop highlights
• Hands-on, experiential learning activities
• Site visit to explore Monarch habitat
• Appropriate handling techniques to tag and release Monarchs
• Comprehensive reference guide
• Take-away resource materials and equipment
Closest Workshop to you: CRAWFORD LAKE, CONSERVATION HALTON
Date & Time: July 29, 2017 - 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Location: 3115 Conservation Road, Milton ON
Contact: Erin Mallon - emallon@hrca.on.ca or Vicky An - van@trca.on.ca

register on-line at www.Monarchteacher.ca

The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017
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Lilypad Clubtail at Fletcher Creek E.P. near Gore Rd, 21 June 2017.

Double-striped Bluets at Puslinch Tract, 4 July 2017.

Banded Hairstreak at Hendrie Valley, 25 June 2017.

Photos by Joanne
Redwood.
Brown Snake in woods near 10th Road East, Saltfleet, 11 April 2017.

Dreamy Duskywing at Crieff Bog at Gore Road, 29
May 2017.

Orange-crowned Warbler at LaSalle Park, 6 March 2017.
Indian Skipper at Westover Tract, 9 June 2017.
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HSA Nature Note - Rain of Feathers
by Jerry Bloom

T

his evening (15 May 2017) I went out to our deck in N.E. Flamborough with a G&T and my binoculars and
settled in to watch for warblers foraging in the birch trees in our back yard.

The yard was strangely silent--not a warbler, oriole or any other songbird to be seen. I soon noticed feathers floating down from the big Norway Spruce overhanging the deck. About 4 metres directly above my head was a Merlin
plucking a female Redwing Blackbird! It ignored me completely as I watched for about a quarter of an hour amid
the rain of feathers until it finished the job and carried off the plucked carcass.
That makes a spring trifecta of falcons here--Peregrine, Merlin and American Kestrel, and certainly the closest encounter ever. I guess a Gyrfalcon is too much to hope for!

HSA Nature Note - Chaos When Nests are Drowned
by Peter Thoem

A

lot of unusual aggression among geese and swans seen this morning (5 June 2017). Here’s what I think is
happening. Today as part of the Long Watch bird population study, I spent 2 hours in Hendrie Valley, off Plains
Rd. Burlington. It was not exactly raining, just drizzling on and off. Grindstone Creek was running high and fast
and the floodplain was just that; flooded from side to side.
Among terrestrial passerines life seemed to be going on as usual despite the long wet spell, but among Canada Geese
and Mute Swans there appeared to be a lot of stress. Canada Goose and Mute Swan nest in Hendrie valley. I noted an
unusually high level of territorial aggression: CAGO to MUSW, CAGO to CAGO and MUSW to MUSW (and even
CAGO to me). My conjecture is that the rising waters have drowned some nests, killing the embryos and pushing the
adult birds to disperse or perhaps seek an alternative site to re-nest.
Whether it was just a case of dispersal or whether it was birds looking for an alternative site to try again, many birds
were aggressively posturing and driving out intruders. To those who know Hendrie Valley’s South Pasture Pond, it
has held one pair of MUSW for a month or so, today another MUSW appeared and was very aggressively driven off.
According to Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website Birds of North America, CAGO is known to attempt re-nesting in
lower latitudes of its range, MUSW in North America rarely has two broods.
If the Trumpeter Swans had a nest in Hendrie Valley (I think it’s probable because one and sometimes two individuals
have been seen regularly this spring) then I suspect their nest has been lost to the flood. I saw the same pair in two
quite removed locations at different times . Trumpeter Swan is single brooded.
I suspect many Red-winged Blackbirds nests may have been flooded. Cornell’s website notes that RWBL will re-nest
if time permits but that second broods are rare.
I did not note any unusual behaviour among Mallards and Wood Ducks, seeing only males of both species, I assume
most hens are still incubating safely above water level (certainly in the case of Wood Ducks).
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Stream Restoration in Carlisle Well Worth Celebrating
by Gord McNulty

A

significant watershed conservation initiative is making
excellent progress at the Courtcliffe Park confluence of
Bronte and Mountsberg Creeks in Carlisle.

Phase III, a plan to return the full flow of Mountsberg Creek to
its original, natural channel as a coldwater tributary of Bronte
Creek. That’s exciting news!
Courtcliffe Park was acquired by the City of Hamilton
(previously Town of Flamborough) in 1997. It was a seasonal
camping area and campground. Prior to that, the land was
used for agriculture. With municipal ownership, restoration of
the park’s natural environment became a priority. A volunteer
community committee led the recovery effort, working with the
City of Hamilton and Conservation Halton.

The confluence of Bronte Creek and Mountsberg Creek within Courtcliffe
Park, 18 April 2017 - photo Gord McNulty.

What was formerly a trailer park is being restored to its natural
condition. Step by step, the water quality and habitat of the Bronte
Creek watershed will be improved to encourage the return of
Brook Trout and other coldwater fish species. It’s inspiring to see
this valuable parkland enhanced for green space, and made more
inviting for the community, rather than lost for other options
such as suburban development or a golf course.

A recently installed undercut log feature exemplifies the extensive work
going into rehabilitation of Mountsberg Creek - photo Gord McNulty.

In 2015, Trout Unlimited Canada led the implementation of
Phase I. They replaced two undersized creek crossings with
an arch style span bridge and decommissioned a straightened
bypass channel that had previously been installed. In 2015 and
2016, the partners installed sediment mats, composed primarily
of used Christmas trees, in sections of Bronte Creek that had
been over widened.

Mountsberg Creek is now being restored to its natural flow after being
degraded by a series of.., 18 Apr 2017 - photo Gord McNulty.

A milestone was recorded on April 18 when project funders and
partners celebrated completion of Phase II of the Courtcliffe
Park Stream Restoration Project. Highlights of the work include
reconstruction of the historic Mountsberg Creek watercourse
using natural channel design techniques, creation of a floodplain
wetland and installation of three new span bridges. This phase
of the project had a budget of more than $300,000 and included
in-kind contributions of nearly $150,000.
About 45 people attended the celebration, organized by
Conservation Halton, Trout Unlimited Canada and the City of
Hamilton. Representatives of all three levels of government were
on hand. Union Gas announced a $25,000 contribution toward
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A diverse group of partners and supporters celebrated the Courtcliffe
Park stream Restoration project on 18 Apr 2017 - photo Gord McNulty.

As noted by Beth Anne Fischer, Watershed Restoration Technician
at Conservation Halton, the section of Mountsberg Creek in
Courtcliffe had been on Conservation Halton’s restoration
priorities list for many years. Previous landowners weakened the
integrity of the stream through a series of alterations.
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2017

Several sections had been used for swimming and fishing ponds,
creating pools and pockets where cold-water species could not
thrive or reproduce. Many undersized creek culverts, as well as
a channelized section, concentrated and increased the flow of
water and aggravated erosion downstream. A low bridge crossing
caused logjams of debris and more flooding. The alterations
degraded the quality of water in the Bronte Creek watershed.

ridges will be installed to
connect the trail system.
As well, a new arch style
span bridge will replace
two culverts and a stone
bridge over Bronte Creek
to improve stream flow.

Beth Anne, writing in
Conservation Halton’s
The Grindstone online
magazine, noted a
wetland within the
floodplain area is a major
part of the restoration.
It’s key for both water
quality and retention.
The
ground
water
supply is replenished,
and reduces flooding
Jack Imhof, left, of Trout Unlimited Canada, during storms.
spoke at the celebration. At right is Hassan
Replenishment
is
Basit, CAO of Conservation Halton - photo
essential
not
only
to
Gord McNulty.
provide clean drinking
water for residential wells, but also to provide a year-round
source of water to creeks from springs at the creek bottom or
creek bank. Restoration work will help the streams withstand the
effects of climate change, by ensuring that both creeks will have
functioning floodplains
in severe storms.

The Courtcliffe Project
is part of Conservation
Halton’s Brookies in
Bronte Forever! Initiative,
intended to stabilize the
Brook Trout population Flamborough Ward 15 Councillor Judi
that is currently in decline. Partridge described Courtcliffe Park as
Although ‘Brookies’ used an absolute jewel in the City of Hamilton
- photo Gord McNulty.
to live in the Courtcliffe
streams, they have not
been seen in the park in about 30 years. The partners hope this
beautiful fish, an indicator species of aquatic ecosystem health,
will eventually return once the restoration is completed.

Phase III to restore
the natural channel
of Mountsberg Creek
will be multi-faceted.
Some of the highlights
include recontouring
the creek banks and
creating a small wetland
to support frogs, fish,
turtles and birds. A
Ted McMeekin, MPP for Ancaster,
viewing point will be Dundas, Flamborough and Westdale, and
created so that visitors committed Greenbelt supporter, spoke for
can view the wetland Ontario at the celebration - photo Gord
McNulty.
feature. Two span

Much appreciation is in order to all of the supporters and
partners, including the City of Hamilton; the Government of
Canada; the Government of Ontario; RBC Blue Water Project;
Union Gas; Conservation Halton; the Conservation Halton
Foundation; Trout Unlimited Canada; the Ted Knott Chapter of
Trout Unlimited Canada; and the Courtcliffe Park Committee.
Regrets if we’ve missed anyone!

A Flock of Carolina Wrens
by Sarah Lamond

O

n Wednesday May 3rd, I went on a walk with my brother
and our dog at Wilkes Dam in Brantford. We decided to
start our walk on the canal trail and we were seeing a good
variety of birds including Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Redbellied Woodpecker, Tennessee Warbler, Baltimore Oriole,
Yellow Warbler and Yellow-rumped Warbler. While on the
walk, we heard a strange muffled bird chatter coming from a
tangle of shrubs along the side of the canal. I decided to start
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As Beth Anne stated in The Grindstone, “Restoring Bronte
and Mountsberg Creek improves the environment for wildlife,
beautifies our natural areas, creates recreational fishing
opportunities, preserves natural and cultural heritage and also
safeguards us from the effects of climate change.
“Making our communities better equipped for climate change
is actually just making our communities better. In the words of
poet Brandon Williamson, ‘No snowflake in an avalanche feels
responsible.’ But we are part of the fallout, so let’s get to work!”

For more information, see Beth Anne’s article, “Courtcliffe
Park: A Confluence of Community,” at https://thegrindstone.
ca/coldwater-creeks-courtcliffe-park-climate-change/ and also
www.conservationhalton.ca/courtcliffepark-restoration.

spishing and to our surprise several Carolina Wrens came
flying out. They were very active, moving about the tangle a
lot, which made it difficult to count them. We counted ten
wrens but my brother insisted there were more. They were
doing their “cheer” call. I had not seen anything like this
before and when I told my dad (Bill Lamond) about this he
didn’t believe me. Eventually he believed me, but said he had
never seen such a grouping of Carolina Wrens nor heard of
anyone ever seeing such a sight. He suggested perhaps five
territorial pairs meeting at the boundary of their territories.
It was definitely the highlight of the walk.
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Weevil species, 28 June, 10th
Concession & Lafarge Trail.

Beetle species, 24 June 2017,
Paddy Greene Road.

Lady Bug species, 9 July 2017, Crieff Bog.

Robber Fly and prey, 7 June 2017, Paddy Greene Road.

Ebony Jewelwing, 11 June, 8th
Concession & Westover Road.

Stink Bug, 25 June 2017, 8th
Concession & Westover Road.

Some Local
Arthropod Photos
in the Hamilton
Area this Spring
by Ian Smith.
Common Sootywing, 19 June 2017, Paddy Greene Road.

Widow Skimmer, 18 June 2017, 8th Concession and Westover Road.
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Yellow Underwing, 24 June 2017, Ancaster backyard.
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An Albino Raccoon at Point Pelee

A

lan Wormington was quite surprised to see this albino Raccoon along the main road at Point Pelee on the morning
of 14 August 2015. Looking at the cover photo, it doesn’t jump out at you as a Raccoon (well, not to me at least) but
the pictures here show that it obviously is. Alan mentioned that the dark streaks in the fur are not pigment but seeds
of Sweet Cicely. This was the first time this individual was reported in the park and also the last time. Hard to believe it
would not be seen more often, but albinos generally have a poor survival rate in nature. Alan wanted me to publish these
photos in the Wood Duck and I told him that I would, in the Summer issue when the content for that issue does not need
to be local. I unfortunately forgot to publish them in last year’s issue and Alan wondered what happened. I told him that
I forgot and next year for sure. Knowing Alan as I did, he didn’t care that much but I felt badly about it especially after he
passed away two months later. In keeping with Alan’s photographic skills, they certainly are very fine photos. Ed.
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Ruddy Turnstone at Wheatley Harbour, 14 May 2017.

Some photos this past
spring from Kevin
McLaughlin

House Finch at Grimsby, 1 June 2017.

Willets at Seacliffe Beach, 1 May 2017 - one with a deformed bill.
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Little Gull, 1st summer at Wheatley Harbour, 29 May 2017.
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HSA Nature Note – Flying Squirrels - Southern or Northern?
by Helen Colvin

I

consistently have one (sometimes two) Flying
Squirrels coming to my bird feeders every
evening now (11 March 2017) at around 8:00 or
9:00 p.m.
I have not yet succeeded in getting a good
photograph as it scoots up the tree if I go too close
outside, and from inside the house it makes a very
blurry image except for its bulbous and reflective
red eye.
I’m not sure if they are common around here (I live
in North East Flamborough), and I am intrigued
as to whether it is a Northern or Southern Flying Squirrel. It is very small, barely half the size of a Red Squirrel, which
suggests maybe a Southern one?
I would appreciate anyone’s info or comments
(follow-up 13 April 2017)

I

finally managed a better, although not perfect photo of my night visitor. I think that it is probably a Southern Flying
Squirrel, however on some nights there has been a much smaller one at another feeder at the same time. This one
is extraordinarily unafraid, and allowed me to get to within a couple of feet of it. Its eyes are not actually quite so
glowing!

HSA Nature Note - Odd Fly Species at Valens C.A.
by Bill Lamond

I

saw this strange looking fly at Valens this morning (1 July 2017) clutching
a grass stalk. It was a fairly robust fly about the size of a small bumblebee.
At first I thought the light areas were a fungus which, I thought, explained
how I got so close for photography. However, in enlarging the photos, the
light areas appear normal and symmetrical. Anyone have any idea what
this fly species is?
(follow-up from Jerry Bloom)

W

Bot Fly (Cuterebra fontanella) at Valens C.A., 1
July 2017 - photo Bill Lamond.

eird looking beastie! I just checked Marshall’s wonderful book,
Flies:The Natural History and Diversity of the Diptera, and it looks
like you’ve found Cuterebra fontanella, a botfly (shudder!) that infests White Footed Mice (page 530). Marshall says
it is common, but I’ve never seen one. Apparently the bots are huge with respect to the size of the host, but the mice
typically survive.
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Eastern Meadowlark
11 April 2017
6th Concession at
Valens Road
photo Tom Thomas

Cape May Warbler
30 April 2017
Confederation Park
photo Tom Thomas
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Hooded Warbler
23 May 2017
Martin Road,
Ancaster
photo Tom Thomas

Scarlet Tanager
23 May 2017
Martin Road,
Ancaster
photo Tom Thomas
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Group of “Extinct” Antelope Released into Wild in Southern Sahara

A

group of Scimitar-horned Oryx, an antelope declared
extinct in the wild, have been reintroduced to their original
home on the edge of the Sahara desert.

of Scotland. So far, they have been grazing close to the release site
and are expected to move further into the reserve in the coming
weeks.

Fourteen captive-bred animals were released in a remote area
of Chad and joined a first group reintroduced in August 2016,
conservationists from the Zoological Society of London (ZSL)
said.

ZSL conservationist Tim Wacher, who has worked on Scimitarhorned Oryx projects since 1985, said the reintroduction was
the result of decades of work between the Chad government,
international organizations and communities in the Sahara. “It’s
been a privilege to play a part in returning this iconic species
to its original homeland,” he said. “Releasing these animals back
into their native arid grassland landscape after two decades of
absence was an emotional moment for all involved.

Scimitar-horned Oryx were once widespread across the southern
Sahara, but were driven to extinction during extended civil unrest
in the region in the 1980s and 1990s and officially declared extinct
in the wild in 2000. A breeding program in captivity, established
in the United Arab Emirates and involving zoos around the
world including ZSL’s Whipsnade Zoo in Bedfordshire, has kept
the species alive.
Efforts by the government of Chad and Abu Dhabi’s environment
agency, backed by organizations including ZSL, to restore the
oryx to its former habitat in a vast nature reserve has seen the
first group of 21 animals thrive.
The project has already celebrated the first birth of a Scimitarhorned Oryx in the wild for more than 20 years, conservationists
said. The 14 newly released animals – six males and eight
females–- have been fitted with GPS collars to track their
movements around the reserve, which is approximately the size

“The birth of the first calf has also been hugely encouraging,
as mother and baby both appear to be doing well. “We have
high hopes that one day in the not-too-distant future, herds of
Scimitar-horned Oryx will once again be a common sight across
their huge protected reserve and hopefully beyond.”
As part of efforts to conserve the species, two female oryx from
Whipsnade Zoo were transferred to Abu Dhabi in 2014, to
contribute to a “world herd” whose descendants will be part of
the reintroduction program.
This article was first published by The Guardian on 14 Feb 2017.

Four of the 14 Scimitar-horned Oryx who were reintroduced to their home on the edge of the Sahara Desert enjoy some
grazing. Photo - Zoological Society of London/PA.
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Piping Plover, Bronte Harbour, 17 May 2017.

Western Tanager, Dorset, 3 May 2017.

Some Southern Ontario
Photos in 2017 by
Bonnie Kinder.

White-faced Ibis, Lindsay, 3 May 2017.

Scissor-tailed Flycatcher, Marie Curtis Park, Toronto, 25
June 2017.

Willow Ptarmigan, Leslie St Spit, 10 May 2017.

Black-necked Stilt, Tilbury Swamp, 30 April 2017.
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The HNC’s Centenary

Plans are moving along for the HNC’s centenary celebration in 2019. A committee has been

established to discuss and organize potential projects for this most important year for our
Club. We do have some grand plans and things are coming together but we could always use
more help in getting these plans going and completed. We strongly urge you to get involved
in any way you can. Although the Centenary Committee has already been meeting for about
10 months, we still welcome any ideas that you may have, especially if you are willing to help
out with your idea. Please contact either myself or President Maggie Sims if you have an idea
or if you are interested in helping out with the current plans. This is your Club and your input
would be greatly appreciated. Send me your ideas by email, regular mail or by telephone.
Thanks!
Bill Lamond, Wood Duck Editor

Male Dickcissel in Milton near the velodrome on 28 June 2017. This individual was part of an almost unprecedented influx of this species into
Ontario this summer, with a few birds being found in the Hamilton area - photo Bob Curry.

